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Did You Know?
One of the privileges of being an ACES member 

is having your ACES elite status shown on your 

business card. From now until the end of the 

year, please make sure you mention your status 

on your business card!
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ACES 2015

Ulrich Praedel
Apps Two Global Sales Officer

Mike Small
BPO Global Sales Officer

Peter Croes
Infra Global Sales Officer

John Rogan
Sogeti Global Sales Officer

Jean-Claude Viollier
AppsOne Global Sales Officer

Paul Nannetti
Group Executive Committee Member
Group Sales & Portfolio Director

Win back margins and market share 

An Attendee Only Exclusive Issue

Paul Nannetti

Congratulations Sales ACES and welcome to the XIIth ACES Platinum Event in Cancun. 

Your hard work and commitment helped the Group deliver another impressive year: 

13% growth in bookings and a significant improvement (20 points) in large deal win 

rate to 58%. 

Also in 2014, we witnessed 17.5% growth in our strategic offers. Testing TLI returned 

to growth, we saw good momentum in Business Information Management, while 

Mobility and Digital Customer Experience outperformed our expectations. We 

closed 17 large deals including a number of new clients, the massive Areva deal and 

significant renewals with existing clients, as well as progressing well on the Global 

Resale Program with our partners. Like I’ve said earlier, our portfolio is truly fit for 

purpose and our sales engine is firing well. 

But our industry doesn’t stand still. While gaining ground on bookings and win rate 

in the last year, we have not been so successful in defending our sold contribution 

margin. With competition fiercely playing the cost arbitrage game, it is important 

that we differentiate ourselves through our offers and pricing models as well as our 

innovative portfolio and industrialized delivery. The third edition of our Portfolio Training 

in Les Fontaines in February gave many of you an opportunity to learn about our 

enriched portfolio, how it addresses the growing needs of your clients, and how to 

build this into a compelling value proposition.  

Improving our ability to work together seamlessly is one of the topics uppermost in the 

minds of our Sales Leadership, be this across geographic or business unit boundaries, 

as multi-service-line solutions give us an ability to differentiate more effectively and 

collaborate better. Consequently, we are taking steps to promote better alignment 

across SBUs with the adoption of a single consistent Group-wide Sales Remuneration 

Policy. Further alignment initiatives include the use of streamlined marketing & sales 

campaigns (which focus on specific offers at specific times aligned from Group to unit 

level), and a re-invigoration of our advisor channel. More generally, further practical 

steps are being taken to expand and improve our Sales training, coaching, and 

enablement, etc. You, as our top performers should expect to both contribute to and 

benefit from these initiatives.

We’ve entered 2015 with strong momentum in win rate, bookings and pipeline. Q4 

was our strongest quarter for bookings since Aspire, and in January, pipeline for deals 

closing in 2015 was up by 12% compared with the same time last year and 18% for 

just Q1. Just by continuing to do what we did last year we will be able to start 2015 on 

a high; but we can do more by building in margin enhancing activity into our solutions 

and  deals. You are the crème-de-la-crème of the salesforce, and we count on you to 

help us continue to expand market share and drive improved margins.

But for now, it is time to celebrate your success, enjoy the ancient and modern 

delights of this location, and go back fully energized to make 2015 a memorable year 

for all of us.

ACES Host Committee 

Paul Hermelin

From Player to Pioneer
Congratulations on your exemplary performance Sales ACES! Your 

focus and determination contributed to the Group’s performance in meeting its 

objectives, thereby consolidating Capgemini’s status as a fully-fledged Champions 

League Player in 2014. We witnessed an impressive Q4 closing, and our FY 

2014 results have not only strengthened the trust that analysts, influencers and 

shareholders have on us, but also raised their expectations. This is one of the 

reasons why I am asking you alongside all our colleagues to accelerate further.

The markets are rapidly evolving, traditional solutions and outsourcing models are on 

the decline and prices are dropping quickly. Clients are increasingly looking forward to 

engage with IT players that have cross-industry expertise, and willing to provide flexible 

platform-based solutions and pricing models that better match IT service consumption 

and even business outcomes. Therefore, it is more important than ever before for you to 

collaborate across SBUs, present platform-based solutions and put forward innovative 

offerings and pricing models to remain attractive to existing clients and win new logos. 

 

Customers expect us to introduce solutions that drive business value from IT. 

To exploit this convergence and enable you win more in the market, we are 

constantly enriching our portfolio with new offerings such as CyberSecurity, Digital 

Manufacturing and Cloud Platform Services. We have also merged DCX and Mobility 

TLIs and launched Insights & Data (integrating Business Information Management, 

Big Data and Analytics) as a Global Practice to better service our customers. 

Our ambition is to be a ‘Pioneer of our Industry’ and not just a ‘Player in the 

Champions League’. Digital Transformation and Operating Efficiency are 

drivers of customer demand, and we have offers in abundance to address 

their needs. By showcasing our capabilities and strongly pushing these offers 

in the market we can not only grow our revenues and margins, but also 

quickly evolve into a pioneer. I count on you to help us achieve this ambition. 

While we celebrate your successes over the next few days, I hope you will use 

this opportunity to interact, make new connections, exchange best practices, and 

collaborate for bigger successes in 2015 and beyond.
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Paul Hermelin and Hubert Giraud 
will be our guest in Cancun, Mexico.

Paul Hermelin
Group Chairman & CEO

Don’t miss the opportunity to interact with our leaders.
Every year since the launch of the ACES program, 

we have held a very special event for the top sales 

performers of the company. At this year’s ACES 

Platinum event in Cancun, your hosts warmly 

welcome you as we celebrate your outstanding sales 

achievements from 2014. We encourage you to take 

this opportunity to speak to the team members of the 

Host Committee, share your successes, learn from 

each other, and make new contacts that you can use 

in future sales opportunities.

Hubert Giraud
Head People Management 

& Transformation



The Majestic Maya

Treasures of Chichen Itza

Agenda

1

- El Caracol Celestial Observatory is where the Mayans tracked the movement of stars and 
planets. El Caracol is Spanish for snail, and the observatory was so named because of its 
interior staircase that spirals upwards like a snail’s shell.  

El Castillo, the Pyramid of Kukulkan is around 98 feet tall. Its four sides contain 365 
steps for the solar year, 52 panels for each year in the Mayan century and each 
week in the solar year, and 18 terraces for the 18 months in the religious year. 

2Great Ball Court is the largest of several ball courts in Chichen Itza. 
The walls on each side of the court are 26 feet tall, with no 

discontinuity and are completely open to the blue sky. 

3 Temple of the Warriors is also known as the Temple of the Thousand Col-
umns. On the top of the temple is a stone on which human hearts were sacri-
ficed to the gods.

4Grand Cenote or the sacred well is 60 meters in diameter, and has 
sheer, escape-proof walls that are 22 meters high. One of the two wells 

was used for human and animal sacrifices.

5 El Caracol Celestial Observatory is where the Mayans tracked the movement 
of stars and planets. El Caracol is Spanish for snail, and the observatory was so 
named because of its interior staircase that spirals upwards like a snail’s shell. 
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One of the most 
prominent societies 
in Mesoamerica 

Maize was a staple
of the Mayan diet
and belief 

The Mayan script 
was an advanced 
form of 
hieroglyphics 

Twenty-one 
Mayan languages 
are recognized in 
Guatemala and 
eight in Mexico 

Mayans independently 
developed the 
concept of zero 
by 36 B.C.

The Mayan sweat baths were used for cleansing 

A unique coil 
technique was used 
to shape clay vessels 

The Mayan ball game
or Ōllamaliztli was used
to resolve conflicts 
without war 

The Mayans were the 
first to process 
and eat 
cacao beans 

Weaving was used 
for artistic 
expression and 
a source of wealth 

Blache was a popular drink made from 
fermented honey and bark of the blache tree 

The Mayan pyramids 
were used for 
religious ceremonies,
as landmarks and as
burial chambers 

Ek Chuah was 
worshipped as 
Merchant deity and 
considered a 
patron of cacao. 

Thursday, March 12 

19:30

Get Together Party at the
Live Aqua Resort 

Cocktail & Buffet Dinner  at 
Jardin de los Sentidos

20:00

16:00 
Business Meeting 
for Capgemini employees

Friday, March 13

19:30

Pre-registered full-day Tour*

SBU Dinners at the Live Aqua 
Resort

Cocktail & Dinner around the 
pool 

Pre-registered full-day tour*

19:30

Farewell evening at the Live Aqua 
Resort 
 
Cocktail & Buffet Dinner on the 
beach

* Refer to detailed program in the Welcome Kit

Saturday, March 14

Sunday, March 15

Monday, March 16

Staggered coach transfers 
organized to Cancun International 
Airport for individual departures 
(approx. 30’)

High 

30°C
Low 

22°C

85°F 71°F

High 

30°C
Low 

21°C

86°F 70°F

High 

30°C
Low 

19°C

87°F 67°F

High 

31°C
Low 

19°C

88°F 67°F

High 

29°C
Low 

21°C

84°F 69°F

Gala Evening Cocktail & Dinner 
at the Mandala Beach club 


